I gained many thing about topics like - way to write a meaningful application (which I am now implementing it intensively), how to give interview in German, and got to know few insights into German culture, with fun. The faculty was tutoring in both the languages, so this made us easy to understand the topic. In all the, two-days seminar was worth, and I enjoyed it.

I found this seminar really good. The provided material as well as the group work was useful for me. We had some interview sample which was beneficial as well. Dr. Torsten Flueh was open, friendly and patient. The thing that I like most about him beside teaching the basis of German business application was that, he encouraged us to talk in German Language and tries to improve our confidence.

The course was well structured and information provided was relevant. It helped me in learning the basics of German email and application etiquette. I have also learnt new things which I would not have learnt elsewhere. So the course was pretty useful. The professor was mostly talking in German, so some times it was difficult to understand as most students were beginners. But at the end of the day he all so explained it in English whenever we had doubts. I think the language courses must have levels mentioned while registering like A1/ B1 so that there would not be much disparity between the participants. I feel that the length of Saturday seminar in general can be reduced by 1 hour. On the whole it was very good seminar and the teacher was enthusiastic in explaining us relevant things.

The seminar was OK considering the context, especially for people from countries with different cultural background.

I really liked the workshop and I’m glad that I got the opportunity to be a part of it. We received useful information and material there and now we can easily prepare us for a Job interview later. I definitely recommend it for next year too.

If this is related to Business German Seminar, I am happy to say that I really liked the seminar. Mock interviews/conversations and the instructor correcting our mistakes was very helpful.

It was great!